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ABSTRACT

The present paper deals with the epithermal neutron flux distribution

in a thermal reactor. The differences are discussed between the simplified

model, introduced to derive the generally accepted ideal 1/E - law, and the

conditions existing in an actual reactor. For absolute and comparator types

of (n,lf) activation analysis (NAA), the semiempirical 1/E form is a be-

tter approximation - necessary to introduce, but sufficient for practical

purposes. Parameter a , being a measure of the epithermal nonideality, is

a characteristic of the reactor site. The impact of this nonideality on NAA

result is outlined, together with the method for appropriate correction.

INTRODUCTION

After being released by fission of the fuel nuclei, with MeV order ene-

rgies, neutrons in a thermal reactor undergo successive collisions with the

moderator atomic nuclei, losing gradually their energy, down to the thermal

region (meV energies). While in this (moderation or slowing-down) state, ne-

utrons contribute to the epithermal spectrum.

The exact theoretical treatment of the moderation process is extremely

complicated, due to the multiplicity and complexity of the partial processes

involved. However, a fair approximate solution is obtained by introducing

some simplifications, which are more or less adequate for a general thermal
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reactor 1,2 These are:

- the moderation takes place in a homogeneous, infinite medium;

- the sources of fission neutrons are homogeneously distributed

troughout the moderator;

- the moderator atoms are free and at rest before being struck

by neutrons;

- the moderator nuclei have the same mass as the neutrons;

- absorption (resonance or 1/v absorption), inelastic and anisotro-

pic elastic scattering during moderation do not occur;

- elastic scattering is energy independent.

Under the above assumptions, moderation is treated by means of the
classic collision theory and the neutron transport theory. The epithermal
neutron flux per unit energy interval is then found to be inversely propo-
rtional to the neutron energy:

where the proportionality constant

(1)

(2)

is the conventional "epithermal flux", with

qQ = "source strength", i.e. number of fission neutrons arriving

per cm3 and per second at the considered site;

{ = average logarithmic energy decrement per collision;

N = number of moderator nuclei per c m ;

os = microscopic cross-section for elastic scattering (I
s=Nus

is the macroscopic scattering cross-section).

Resonance integral (I o), an essential nuclear parameter when perfo-

rming absolute or comparator type standardization methods in (n,T") reactor

neutron activation analysis (NAA), is defined, measured, tabulated in lite-

rature and should be used assuming ideal (1/E) epithermal flux shape:

J
ECd

(3)



with

ECd " effective cd cutt-off energy (=o.55eV)
<r(E)- (n, Y) cross - section.

THE REAL EPITHERMAL FLUX DISTRIBUTION

The simplifications introduced to derive the 1/E-law are obviously

differently valid from one reactor to another or even within the same re-

actor. Nevertheless, let us try to put them in a certain order of importa-

nce (of how they influcence the epithermal spectrum shape) and make some

general conclusions.

a ) Ib§-r.§5£tor_configuration is found in practice the most important

reason for the deviation of the epithermal flux from the ideal 1/E - dis-

tribution. The assumption that sources of fission neutrons (fuel) are homoge-

neously distributed troughout the moderator is quite fair if the fuel (e.g.

in form of rods) is evenly disposed all over the moderator, as is the case

with many power reactors. In another typical configuration, frequently met

with small reactors, the fuel is concentrated in the core, being surrounded

by the moderator. The shape of the epithermal spectrum varies then with the

distance from the core and the deviation from the 1/E-behaviour increases

with increasing distance.

Other construction elements, like control and safety rods or plates,

structurajmetals, etc., have an impact as well (by absorption; see further).

The way of how the reactor configuration affects the epithermal spe-

ctrum shape can hardly be theoretically descrit-'d in its generality.

b) Leakage cf_neutrgns is neglected by supposing the medium to be
infinite. Thus, deviations can be expected when the leakage becomes sin-
nificant: close to the reactor boundaries and, in general, more serious
for small reactors than for large ones. The impact of leakage is hence clo-
sely related to the reactor configuration.

c) Absorgtion (resonance or 1/v) of neutrons during moderation is

neglected. However, it inevitably occurs: by fuel (e.g. 3 5 U ) , by fertile

material (e.g.Z38U), by structural material (steel, etc.)t control and sa-

fety elements, poisons or by the moderator itself. This topic has been

extensively studied3, since it is essential for reactor criticality calcu-

lations (neutron balance).

In presence of resonance absorption, relation (1), describing the

epithermal flux distribution is modified to :

»:(E)4P(E) (4)

o

where p(E) is the "resonance escape probability":

pCE) = exp (- |S ^.5

with

(5)

Es = energy at which neutrons are produced
(source supposed monoenergetic);

<7a, = microscopic absorption and total cross-section of the

medium, respectively.

Thus, the epithermal spectrum will have sharp dips at the energies

where resonance absorption occurs, the magnitude of the dips increasing with

the amount of the absorber present.

The resonance absorption increases with increasing temperature of the
medium, due to the Ooppler broadening of the resonances .

Note that 1/v-absorption is not included in the above. Whatever small,
as compared to resonance absorption, 1/v-absorption might distort the 1/E-sp-
ectrum, especially at lower energies.

d) As a moderator hydrogen (A=l) is assumed, by taking the mass of the

moderator nuclei equal to the mass of neutrons. This is a good approximation

for light water, but less so for heavy water, beryllium or graphite, which

are also commonly used as moderators (or reflectors).

Is can be shown that in such cases (A>1) the 1/E epithermal distribu-

tion is not valid in the energy range close to the energies at which neutrons

are produced (significant from -0.1 MeV on). This deviation is described by

PLACZEK and increases with increasing mass number of the moderator.

However, close to 0.1 MeV, the epithermal spectrum is already distu-

rbed by the low energy tail of the fast spectrum; 0.1 MeV is thus usually

considered as the upper limit of epithermal neutrons.

From the practical (n,V) -activation standpoint, neutrons from this
region are, in any case, too few to be significant.



The assumption of homogeneity of the medium is only satisfied when it

is a liquid, not when it is a solid (e.g.graphite). In the latter case, tubes

or gaps are made trough to let the coolant flow.

e) Inelastic_and_anisotrogic elastic scattering are neglected. This
means that solely elastic scattering is considered responsible for the slo-
wing-down of neutrons.

Inelastic scattering is possible only above the treshold energy which

is a few MeV for light nuclei; thus, it does not affect the epithermal spe-

ctrum.

Anisotropic (not spherically symmetric) elastic scattering occurs

with p-wave neutrons (angular momentum = 1) and is considerable above 0.1 MeV.

This effect would increase the 1/E-fiux with increasing energy.

The elastic scattering cross-section {a) is assumed constant (energy

independent) within the epithermal energy region. For light nuclei, used as

moderator, this is valid up to~0.1 MeV, or even less (~10 keV for H), as

shown in Fig.l. The variation of a% directly influences the w e(E) shape [Eqs.

(1). (2)1.

We will keep in mind that 0.1 HeV is the upper epithermal energy limit,

the region above having little relative importance in practice.

f) Moderator atoms are considered as free and at rest before collision
with neutrons. This is fair as long as the neutron energies are much above
the thermal. Once they are comparable, thermal agitation (and even chemical
bindings) of the moderator atoms will affect the spectrum.

In practice, however, the lower limit of the epithermal spectrum is de-

termined by the "cadmium cut-off energy" (=o.55eV) , thus sufficiently high

so that the above has no influence on the 1/E shape.

So as to describe the real epithermal flux distribution, a semieprirical

representation
a P. "

(6)

with 0 as in (2) and Ea(=leV) an arbitrary energy, was introduced ' for its

simplicity and good agreement with the experimental data. AHMAD recently rela-

ted a to the actual properties of a reactor and showedthe physical reasonab-

leness of the form (6) chosen.

Thus the parameter „ , to a first approximation energy independent, is
a measure of the epithermal spectrum deviation from the ideal 1/E-distribution;
for a =0, »g{E)~l/E.

u can be positive or negative, corresponding to a softened or hardened
spectrum, respectively, as compared to the ideal one. This is illustrated in
Fig. 2. When plotting log . ""'(E) vs.log E, a straight line is obtained with
slope = -(1+a).

The numerical value of a for a given position in a reactor could be,

in principle, calculated using some of the formulae given in literature .

However, theoretical descriptions of a generally suffer from inevitable (over-

simplifications, the validity of which'varies from one reactor to another, or

even from one irradiation site to another in the same reactor. For practical

purposes, experimental a-determination , being general, more accurate and

relatively simple is a better and already explored alternative.

Let us still mention that the 1/E model surely does not fit exactly
the epithermal spectrum shape.It is only a better approximation than the ide-
alized 1/E - form. Detailed error propagation study showed, however, that the

1/E ° model was necessary to employ, but also sufficient for use in absolute
14and comparator NAA .

THE IMPACT OF EPITHERMAL SPECTRUM DEVIATION ON NAA RESULT

Since the definition of resonance integral [ Eq.(3)) holds for the id-
eal epithermal spectrum, the latter should be corrected for the actual dis-
tribution:

w = JJ
ECd

7t*a
d£ (7)

To convert lQ - y o ) the following relation is used15:

1.-0.429 a 0.429oo
(8)

with

a = (n,Y) cross-section at 22oo m.s neutron velocity;

Er= effective resonance energy ~ (in eV), which is characteristic
of the isotope.



When neglecting the epithermal spectrum nonideality in absolute or

comparator NAA, i.e. when employing Io in place of I 0 M . an error is

made on the analysis result. The magnitude of the error depends on:

- the isotope, characterized by its Er and QQ values (Q0=I0/
ff

0)J

- the irradiation conditions, determined by f and a; f is the

thermal to epithermal flux ratio (shortly "flux ratio"): f=0t[)/(Je;

- the comparator used (when applying k - or another comparator

method);

- the type of analysis, i.e. whether the sample is irradiated in the

whole reactor spectrum (reactor neutron activation analysis, RNAA), or

with thermal neutrons screened out by Cd - filter (epicadmium neutron

activation analysis , ENAA).
14Since the more detailed error - study overcomes the scope of the

present paper, let us limit to a few interesting conclusions:

- errors are higher than 60% in soma extreme cases; often 5-15" in

RNAA and Z5-4o% in ENAA,

- errors are larqerin ENAA (Cd-covered activation) than in RNAA (bare

activation).This i- due to the fact that in ENAA the whole activity is

induced by epithermal neutrons (whose nonideal spectrum causes the error),

while in RNAA the error is reduced due to the thermal activation contri-

bution.

- in general, error increases with the absolute value of a ;

- errors are larger for isotopes with high Q - factor,than for those

ones with low QQ.For yery low QQ(e.g. Q O<1) the errors are negligible;

these isotopes do not ask for I_-I.(») correction.
18 19

- In single comparator methods (e.g. kQ- ' J, the error reduces for
the isotopes whose Qn and E_ values are close to those ones of the compa-

197rator (e.g. Au), since the comparator is exposed to the same epithermal
deviation as the isotope analysed.

To correct the analysis result for the epithermal flux nonideality,

the values of a and Er should be known [ Eq.(8}| . As already mentioned,

it is relatively easy to determine a experimentally, while Er's can be

found in literature ' or measured independently ' . In most cases the

remaining error on the analysis result after correction (originating from

the inaccuracies in a and Ep- values) is within tolerable limits.

CONCLUSION

The nonideality of the epithermal neutron flux distribution should
. be taken into account when performing absolute or comparator methods
of (n.lf) activation analysis - significant errors could appear otherwi-
se. Two parameters are sufficient for the correction: a , the measure
of the epithermal nonideality and the effective resonance energy (E ),
characterizing the isotope investigated.
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Fig. l . Cross-section functions for elastic scattering of some light
nuclei used as moderators
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